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Since its inception, WANO has encouraged members to share operating experience an d
events information through the WANO Operating Experience Programme. Preventing
recurring events is a prime reason for sharing events information . Over 2500 events have
been shared through WANO since 1989 . However, a review of WANO activities in 1997
identified that this information was not being used very well by WANO members, and that
WANO was not adding much "value" to the events sharing process . At the time,. WANO only
provided the "postal exchange" function for events sharing, and was not reviewing event s
across WANO to help members focus on the really important issues . Often, these very
important issues involve recurring events . As a result of the 1997 review of the WAN O
operating experience process, WANO resourced and developed new analysis capabilities an d
began producing new types of reports for its members . The resource commitment includes
four seconded engineers (one from each WANO Regional Centre) brought to Paris to staff a
WANO Operating Experience Central Team. This team analyses events across WANO ,
writes WANO event reports, provides operating experience-related training, and provide s
technical support to members to improve their use of operating experience information .

WANO Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOERs) and Significant Even t
Reports (SERs)

One focus area for events analysis by WANO is the identification and subsequent industr y
notification of recurring events . As a result of the 1997 review of WANO activities, in 199 8
WANO began production of several new types of event-based reports to communicate
significant industry events to our members . A key focus of analysis of these significant
events is whether they are recurring events (that is, very similar to previous events either at
that NPP or another NPP in the industry) . The reports are called Significant Operating
Experience Reports (SOERs) and Significant Event Reports (SERs) .

Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOERs) are written by WANO when severa l
event reports indicate that similar issues, or similar aspects or precursors to more seriou s
events, have recently occurred at several member NPPs. These issues are identified through
analysis of event reports filed with WANO by a team of operating experience personnel base d
in the WANO Paris Centre offices. SOERs are written in a manner that clearly identifies the
issue, describes examples of the issue from various power plant reports, and provides
recommendations that each WANO-member NPP is expected to implement at their plant .
The expectation that every member will implement SOER Recommendations is an importan t
aspect of these reports. WANO has communicated to its members that responding to SOER
recommendations is considered an obligation of membership in WANO . The effectiveness o f
implementation of SOER Recommendations is verified through the Peer Review process ,
where experienced members of the peer review team review how each plant, has addressed th e
WANO SOERs . Subjects of recurring events described by SOERs to date include "Safet y
System Status Control," "Loss of Grid,"-and "Unplanned Radiation Exposures ." Currently ,
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WANO analysis has identified recurring events in areas of "Severe Weather " and "Emergency
Power Reliability," and has SOERs in production for those subject areas . WANO typically
issues one or two SOERs every year.

Significant Event Reports are written by WANO when a single, highly significant even t
with important learning points occurs at a member NPP. SERs address single event
occurrences ; whereas SOERs address issues evident in a series of events . During production
of an SER, WANO reviews and analyses possible aspects of the event that may be recurren t
to a prior event at that NPP or at another NPP in the industry . Therefore, even though an SE R
addresses a single event, some aspects of event recurrence are examined . Where possible ,
WANO tries to determine why previous operating experience was not effectively used to ,
prevent recurrence of the event . Recent subjects of SERs include "Intake Structure Blockage
Results in Multi-Unit Transients and Potential Loss of Heat Sink" (which notably ha d
recurring aspects to the Salem event of 1994), " Highly Radioactive Particles Associated Wit h
Fuel Pool Work," "Cultural Contributors To A Premature Criticality," and "BWR Core Powe r
Oscillations" (which also is recurring to several previous events from the early 1990s) .
WANO typically issues four to six SERs every year.

WANO SOERs and SERs are translated to French, German, Spanish, Japanese, and Russia n
languages to further facilitate broad review and learning .

WANG Operating Experience Annual Report

An annual summary of WANO Operating Experience Programme activities is presented each
year in an Annual Report, which is widely distributed to our members by both secure We b
site connection and by hard copy . An important part of this report is review and analysis o f
recurring events for the year . These areas of recurrence are identified in a section titled .
"Events With Significant Learning Points .". The WANO Operating Experience Annual
Report for the year 2001 has recently been drafted, and recurring event subjects identified
during 2001 include "Operational Decision-Making," "Stress Corrosion Cracking of Primar y
System Components," "Reactor Vessel Inadvertent Drain-Down Events," "Events During
Refuelling Operations," "Errors During Modifications to Plant Systems," and "Failures of
Emergency Power Systems" (for which a WANO SOER is currently being drafted, as state d
above) .

Why Is Using Operating Experience So Difficult ?

"Human beings, who are almost unique in having the ability t o
learn from the experience of others, are also remarkable for thei r
apparent disinclination to do so ."

Douglas Adams, Author of
"Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy "

Why is using operating experience so difficult? Why are we not better at learning from eac h
other? These questions really are at the heart of the problem of recurring events . WANO has
looked at these questions and tried to answer them . Some answers we have found to dat e
include low priorities and insufficient staffing of operating experience activities, hesitancy to
use talented and skilled people in operating experience staff positions, and as alluded to by
author Douglas Adams, a general "disinclination to do so ." In other words, at some NPPs, it
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is just not a very important or valued function . And if it is not important and emphasised b y
the management teams at NPPs, it will never become important to the staff and workers . In
speaking to many operating experience staff at NPPs, a surprising number tell us that their job
is to find a reason to screen out (ignore) operating experience from other NPPs, rather than
finding ways that experience could benefit their plant safety or operations . Typical reasons
include "it happened on a different plant type," or "we do not have the same manufacturer," o r
"we do things differently here," and so forth. Sometimes these reasons may be true, for some
strictly technical component-related events . However, the great majority of significant events.
shared with WANO have aspects of human performance or administrative proces s
weaknesses that could be equally applied to any NPP. Yet, many NPPs continue to miss these
opportunities to learn .

Sometimes NPPs have had a difficult time finding and using pertinent learning point s
contained in industry operating experience documents . For example, an excerpt from a recent
WANO SER concerning an event involving intake structure blockage shows the difficulty i n
learning from others -- "We were aware of the Salem NPP event before our event, but it
was caused by marsh grass -- and we do not have marsh grass problems . We missed the
real point of the Salem lessons learned by just focusing on the cause (marsh grass)
rather than the lessons learned ." WANO has found that effective review of event reports
and discovery of valuable lessons learned by plant staff is a difficult task that requires the
right combination of experience, curiosity, management support, tenacity, desire to improve ,
and management support. And did I mention management support?

"Do not underestimate the difficulty ofusing and internalising
operating experience. We all have a strong tendency to read some
form of operating experience and say, "This is a good lesson fo r
those people, but I would never make that dumb mistake." This is
such a powerful, instinctive reaction that it is worth writing down
this principle to keep in mind the difficulty ofgetting people to
internalise operating experience. "

Zack T. Pate, Chairman of WANO

While we are beginning to understand some of these reasons why some NPPs fail to learn
from others;: changes in our industry to improve this learning have been slowly occurring, an d
there are some NPPs that are having success in using operating experience . The single factor
we see that has the greatest influence on improving the use of industry operating experience, .
are power plants that have adopted a philosophy of operations best described as "a learnin g
organisation ." Simply put, this philosophy means that the entire nuclear utility organisation ,
from the chief nuclear officer down through the organisation, places great value on peopl e
learning how to do things safer and better in all phases of nuclear power plant managemen t
and operations. Organisations having success with this company-wide philosophy feel tha t
unless fundamental change is made at all levels to embrace concepts of learning from others ,
and even more, to become an organisation that places a premium importance on learning from
others, sustainable improvement in nuclear safety and reliability will not be possible. Paul
Hinnenkamp, Vice President, Operations Support, Entergy Operations Incorporated was .
recently asked about use of operating experience at Entergy and said "We expect employees
throughout our organisation to effectively use operating experience . It is an essential
foundation in our drive towards excellence in nuclear power plant operations . "
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How IsWANOHelping?

Recognising the difficulties that our members face in processing and using industry operatin g
experience, WANO has adapted and varied its operating experience products to try and offe r
the right information, targeted to the right person in the utility organisation . Recognising that
the best operating experience in the world is worthless if it is never read, WANO operatin g
experience documents take a multi-level approach . WANO uses executive summaries and
personal letters targeted to the utility and plant management teams ; more detailed in-depth
analysis targeted to managers, supervisors, training personnel, and operating experience staff;
and a new product called Just-In-Time Operating Experience targeted at supervisors, syste m
engineers, work planners, and workers at the power plants (discussed further below) . As
WANO moves forward and continues to work with its members, WANO may further alte r
presentation and format of operating experience documents to meet the needs of its members .

Another way WANO is trying to reduce recurring events is through the strengthening of NP P
operating experience programmes by performing WANO Technical Support Missions . These
missions are available to any WANO member upon request and typically consist of a WAN O
operating experience programme manager along with two or three additional team member s
from NPPs who have mature and effective operating experience programmes . These teams
typically spend one or two weeks working directly with the NPP staff on how they can
improve their use of operating experience, and often work with the NPP staff to develop long-
range improvement action plans .

WANO recognises that if a power plant is not identifying root causes for events, it is ver y
unlikely they will prevent the event from recurring again. Therefore, WANO also offers an
Event Investigation Training Course to its members . This training is three-days long and i s
based on event investigation methodology developed by the Institute of Nuclear Powe r
Operations (INFO) in the USA .

WANO "Just-In-Time" Operating Experience Material

Just-in-Time Operating Experience provides specially formatted training/briefing material t o
assist supervisors, system engineers, work planners, and workers in preparing to perform
specific plant activities . The briefing material consists of important industry operatin g
experience and recurring events information for these specific activities compiled from th e
WANO Events Database . The activities addressed by Just-In-Time Operating Experienc e
include many plant maintenance, testing, and operations activities that are done at power
plants . Examples of these activities include "Air-Operated Valve Maintenance," "Batter y
Maintenance and Testing," "Fuel Handling," "Integrated System Testing," and so forth . A
total of 45 Just-In-Time Operating Experience briefings have been developed to date. More
are expected to be developed in 2002 . An example Just-In-Time briefing with all specific ,
plant references removed is included as Attachment 1 . WANO JITs can be accessed via the
WANO secure Web site .

Recurring Events Performance Indicato r

A future activity being considered by WANO is development of a "Recurring Events"
performance indicator to allow measurement and comparison amongst WANO-member
plants. Historically, we have seen that performance indicators can be an effective means t o
gain NPP management attention and create a powerful drive for change . However, any such
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indicator would have to be based on a commonly accepted definition of a "recurring" event .
This has been the "Achilles heel" of our efforts over the past few years to develop such a n
indicator . Since WANO is a world-wide organisation, with many views and versions of wha t
constitutes a recurring event, obtaining member agreement on a common definition has bee n
unattainable to date .

As a new approach, WANO is working closely with the OECD/NEA Working Group o f
Operating Experience participants in hopes of developing a common understanding and
definition of a recurring event . If a universally accepted definition of recurring event i s
attained by the research and regulatory community, it would help lay the foundation fo r
WANG to move forward with nuclear power plant staff worldwide in defining a recurring
event. If and when this definition is agreed, we may then be able to advance proposals for
performance indicators for recurring events .

"An event with actual or potential safety significance, that is the
same or is very similar to important aspects of a previous nuclear
industry event(s), and has the same or similar cause(s) as th e
previous event(s). Additionally, for an event to be considered as

recurring," there should exist prior operating experience with
corrective actions that were:
• not specified or
• not adequately specified or
• not implemented in a timely manner .
by the responsible organisation."

Proposed Definition,
Recurring Events Workshop Programme Committe e
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ATTACHMENT 1

JIT-02 0
Rev. 0

Juné
2001

Just~In-Time Operating Experienc e

FuelHandling

Weaknesses in verification, maintenance, and communications hav e
resulted in damaged irradiated fuel assemblies and fuel handling

equipment, and have contributed to refuelling outage delays .
Events
Plant : 1XXXXXX (Country - Reactor Type- Reactor Manufacturer )
Irradiated Fuel Assembly Found Suspended in an Unattended Fuel Handling Bridge -- Reference :
ETR ATL 96-00 2
On January 8, 1996, with XXXXXX units at 100 percent power, an irradiated fuel assembly was foun d
suspended in an unattended fuel handling bridge in the Units 1 and 2 common spent fuel pool . Subsequent
investigation determined that the fuel assembly had been left suspended unintentionally following vide o
inspections of the fuel assembly on December 14, 1995. As a result, Units 1 and 2 were operating in an
unanalysed condition .
Important Points : • The fuel handling activities on December 14, 1995 were not approved by o r

reported to the control room staff.
• The fuel handling operator did not confirm that the fuel assembly was returned t o

its storage location before leaving the area .
Contributors : • Fuel handling procedures for the spent fuel pool focused on nuclear material s

accountability and not the physical movement of fuel assemblies .
• Fuel handling department personnel were allowed to raise and lower fuel usin g

"commit-to-memory" procedures (not required to be in-hand) that did no t
require independent verification or signatures for each fuel movement .

• Management had insufficient expectations for a rigorous and formal approach to
fuel handling.

Plant : X XXXXXX (Country Reactor Type- Reactor Manufacturer)
Refuelling Bridge Hoist Brake Failure -- Reference : ENR ATL 98-024
On November 21, 1998, with Unit 2 in its third refuelling outage, all the fuel was being discharged to the spen t
fuel pool. During step 80, out of 444, the refuelling bridge hoist brake failed, causing a fall of a fuel bundle
inside the reactor pressure vessel while the grapple remained attached, hitting fuel assemblies still in the core .
This occurred due to a failure of both the normal and the safety refuelling bridge hoist brakes .

Important Points : •

•

Fuel handling operations were allowed to continue even though the safety brak e
was inoperable at the time of the event.
At the time of the event, the normal brake mechanism was in a position tha t
indicated that an adjustment was required . Because this adjustment was not
performed and the hoist continued to be used, the pressure between the brak e
disks diminished until the brake failed .

Contributor: • Manufacturer recommendations that routine maintenance be performed on th e
brakes, were included in previous revisions of the refuelling bridge maintenance
procedures, but were mistakenly deleted in a subsequent revision.

Plant : XXXXXXX (Country - Reactor Type- Reactor Manufacturer )
Fall of an Additional Absorber into a Transfer Canyon During Transport -- Reference : EAR MOW 98-021
On February 18, 1998, while moving an additional absorber assembly from the spent fuel storage tank to th e
reactor hall, the . additional absorber separated from its gripper assembly and fell into a transfer canyon .

Important Points : • A fuel assembly gripper instead of an additional absorber gripper was mistakenl y
used by the fuelling operator .

• Grippers used for fuel assembly and additional absorber assembly transport ar e
similar in design, but were not labelled to easily distinguish between the two .
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Contributor :

	

Supervisory monitoring of fuelling operations was not sufficient to ensure th e
fuelling operator followed the procedure, nor to identify that an incorrect grippe r
was being used to move the additional absorber .

Important Considerations Before Handling Fuel (Lessons Learned )
q How have we verified that proper fuel handling equipment inspections and preventive maintenance

have been performed prior to fuel handling? What tests have we conducted to confirm prope r
operation of equipment ?

q What previous problems have we had with refuelling equipment? How might we need to addres s
any problems that have not been fully resolved?

q What barriers are in place to ensure the correct fuel assembly or core component is positioned
properly in the core or fuel storage location ?

q What contingency actions will we use to compensate for cooling water flow disturbances near
vessel flow nozzles that may make it difficult to properly position assemblies ?

q How have we verified that our fuel movement procedures do not allow a fuel assembly to be left
unrestrained in the core by moving all adjacent assemblies next to it?

q When is two-plane (horizontal and vertical) fuel handling. movement not allowed?
q What actions are we taking to maintain water clarity during fuel handling activities? Wha t

contingencies are established to halt fuel handling activities if visibility is impaired ?
q What indications are we using to verify proper engagement or position of a fuel assembly? Ho w

will we verify that all indications agree?
q What indications will we use to determine when it is safe to release a fuel assembly or other cor e

component from the fuel-handling . machine or tool? How do we verify that all indications agre e
before the refuelling machine is moved from that location?

q What equipment associated with the refuelling bridge mast has the potential to come in contact
with reactor internal components or other obstructions during fuel handling? What steps have w e
taken to prevent this equipment from being damaged ?

q What actions have we taken to keep fuel handling areas free of equipment that might obstruct fue l
handling equipment operations? What foreign material exclusion controls are in place? How wil l
we reduce the number of personnel in the refuelling areas to minimise distractions to the réfuellin g
operators ?

q How have we verified that the roles and responsibilities of the fuel handling team members ,
including expectations for supervisor monitoring, communications, and verification of complianc e
with the fuel movement sequence are clearly understood? How are these aspects reinforced durin g
fuel handling activities?

q What type of communication methods will we use during fuel handling?
q What actions will we take if we identify a fuel handling problem? What are our contingency plans

if fuel is found damaged?
q What are the potential consequences of leaving a fuel assembly unattended in a location other tha n

its designated storage location? How will we prevent this ?
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